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How  it was in the How  it was in the 
beginningbeginning
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There were so many happy faces!!!!!There were so many happy faces!!!!!
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AFTER THAT  THE LONG LAB ERA AFTER THAT  THE LONG LAB ERA 
BEGAN…BEGAN…

We were so inspired that we decided to We were so inspired that we decided to 
create our own run control system create our own run control system 
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ВЫБЕРИТЕ МАКЕТВЫБЕРИТЕ МАКЕТ

Perhaps it will look like this ☺
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And with a simple click And with a simple click 
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One just needs to One just needs to 
push a buttonpush a button
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And the light And the light 
comes!!!!comes!!!!
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Orange is a way of ensuring that analyses performed in the DAQ
collaboration use as far as possible what are understood to be the best
methods for performing the most common analysis tasks, such as finding
and identifying particles and performing corrections.

1b. Is it a tool to show people how to run the TDAQ software ?

No, much more. It is intended to be *used* by as many people to run the
ZEUS software. It is not a model job which should be copied by everyone.
Rather it is intended to reduce the amount of code duplication in ZEUS
and increase the correctness of analyses.

1c. Will it calculate everything for you ?

No, in most analyses there will be a (usually small) amount of additional
code required, which is specific to that analysis. The user must 
write that himself.

2. How do I run an Orange job ?

You need to compile an example orange job, which can be dependand on release
version, getting it using the following link:

$ZSYS_ROOT/Released/Programs/orange/{RELEASE_VERSION}/example_job

3. Which platforms are supported ?

All platforms currently supported by DAQ under ZSMSM
are supported for Orange.

4. Where's the Orange WWW page ?

http://www-zeus.desy.de//analysis/orange/index.html

4a. Where do I find out about recent changes ?

There is a log of changes corresponded to each program release; the list of
the releases, including also test programs, at the top of main page:

http://www-zeus.desy.de//analysis/orange/index.html

5. Where can I find detailed information about the Orange cards and
the Orange variables ?

The information about both Orange cards and variables is available on each
release note web page under the links "The example control cards" and
"Ntuple documentation". For example, for release 2006a.1:
http://www-zeus.desy.de//ONLY/analysis/orange/release.notes/control.cards_2006a.1
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So far we did tests of 
the logic with the 

SCRATCH 
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We do not know yet 
what the system will be 
like. But we know that 

it should be 
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Beautiful as 
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Robust as
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But one must be 
careful about going 
in (infinite) loops 
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And if you do, 
then go to 

ISOTDAQ school
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